REDUCES FOAMING

TRIONIC is a new 3-in-one non-foaming adjuvant—anionic—nonionic—cationic—formulated to minimize foaming common to most herbicidal sprays. Completely water dispersible. Substantially improves wetting and distribution of the spray on the plant. Enhances penetration of waxy cuticles. Try TRIONIC—the new non-foaming spreader-activator for systemic herbicide sprays. For further information, see your supplier or write to—

COLLOIDAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 667 • SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA 94965

MOW POWER

mott® SAFETY FLAIL MOWER

- 88 inch swath
- Unitized structure
- Heavy tubular cutter shaft
- Oversized sealed and shielded bearings
- 6 inch roller with triple sealed bearings

MOTT CORPORATION
514 Shawmut Ave. La Grange, Ill. 60525

What’s Happened?

“What’s happened to the National Association of Spraymen?” Many have asked this question. Apparently, the answer is “nothing.”

Last fall a group of contract applicators met in Cleveland at Weeds Trees and Turf’s offices to evaluate accomplishments and to decide the further steps needed to charter the association. It was agreed a membership drive should be undertaken and that an organizational convention would be held in 1966. The fall meeting was attended by the NAS acting secretary-treasurer Craig Anderson of Ft. Lauderdale, Fl., and board members Carl Ripper of West Des Moines, Is., Jim Omura of Denver, and WTT’s editor. By telephone NAS acting president Larry Nipp of Ft. Lauderdale, and Bill Owen of Clackamas, Ore., joined in the discussions. All were enthusiastic over how the association would strengthen the industry nationally. WTT pledged the full support of its editorial pages. A report of the Cleveland meeting and a membership application blank were included in our October issue.

Since then, however, there has been no agreement on a time or place for the convention to adopt a constitution and officially elect officers. Nor have there been any communications from the association on developments since the meeting in Cleveland. Board members have expressed their amazement at the “blackout” of information and some have suggested dues be returned if the organization is not going to become a reality.

In our January editorial about NAS we recognized that all industry men have many obligations, the first being to the welfare of their own businesses, and so development of the association could expectedly be slow. But, when membership funds are solicited, isn’t there also an obligation to let contributors know what has been accomplished?

We still believe there is need for a national association to represent interests of commercial spraymen across the country. Only the voice of a truly national group will carry any weight in Washington on legislative matters. It requires dues from representatives in all sections of the country to finance an executive secretary and to bring public recognition of the services members have to offer. There is a place for state and regional associations which can become members of a national group. Leadership is needed. We hope someone in the industry will emerge to carry through the job so the National Association of Spraymen won’t die by default.